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УДК 539.172 

Рассматривается процесс образования свободных Ь-кварков 
в агектров-аознтронвнх соударениях в области z°-резонанса. 
Проанализирован вопрос об адронвом сопровождена такого 
процесса, определяемым тормозным глгюнвнм излучением в 
сильном цветовом поло. Смоделирован процесс рождения пары 
свободных ьь-кварков с учетом потерь энергии на преодоление 
потенциального барьера. Получены распределения расаадвнх 
лептонов и свооодша легких кварков, образугикхся в слабых 
распадах свооодша Ь-кварков, • оценки ОЙ вероятность 
перекрытия ионизационного сигналя от легкого кварка и 
заряженного адрона. ИЗ сравнения с экспериментальными 
данными ш > сделав вывод, что существупцая точность 
эксперимента не исключает образования свободных ь-кварков в 
распадах Z°-бозона. 

fhe process of free b-quarks quarks creation in 
e+e"-annihilation at the Z°-peak is regarded. The hadronio 
aooompaniment due to bremsstrahlung of such a process is 
analysed. She calculations for free ЬБ-pair production are 
made taking into account the energy lossea in oolour field. 
The distributions of leptons and free light quarks from weak 
decays of b-quarfc are shown. The probability to overlap of 
ionization signals of free light quark and charge hadron is 
estimated. The comparison with LSP experimental data allows 
to get a conclusion, that the existing experimental aoouitwy 
does not exolude the creation of free b-quarks in the 
Z°-deoaya. 

e щ и Ядерной {(каики МТУ 1991 г. 
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1. Introduction. 

She negative results of many experiments on searoh for 
free quarks (partially, carried out during last years (1.21) 
can be easy explained in framework of model of incomplete 
confinement [3-51- It was shown in this model that the 
threshold for free quark pair production is much higher then 
two quark masses. In papers [6,71 the opportunity of 
searching for free quarks in proton-(anti)proton collisions 
at Vs > 2 SeV was analyzed and an idea of such an experiment 
has been proposed. Also it was noted the necessity to take 
into aocount the hadronic accompaniment of the process of 
free quark creation. High multiplicity of charged hadrons 
coming from bremsstrahlung gluons can lead to impossibility 
to measure the weak ionization signal of free quark. 

Let us remind shortly the main sequences of the model 
of incomplete confinement of color [3-51- И»е interaction of 
two color quarks at long distances can be regarded as some 
effective potential. This potential has asymptotically free 
behavior at short distances, less then hadron radius rb. 
grows within the range r h s r s H o and goes down at 
infinity, i.e., it looks like a potential barrier of some 
height 7 0 (Pig.1). It was suggested in [4,5], that the 
barrier height T Q г 8 GeV and the position of maximum of the 
potential R o = ̂ /flf s 10 ¥m, where a - is known parameter 
of linear potential slope. She R 0 oan not be much greater 
then this value [8 J. The movement of quark in the - color 
field should be accompanied by intensive bremsstrahlung. Sue 
to this fact the threshold energy for pair free quarks 
creation should be significantly higher then double quark 
mass. 
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?fg.1. the effective potential V(r). describing the 
interaction of two color quarks. 

Prom analogy with dipole radiation in «ilfeoirodjrnamics 
the threshold energy for pair of free quarks production can 
be approximately estimated as 13]: 

B i b * 2m * 4^ * V 0 V in *. (1a) 

where, • - is the quark aaas. The third tern in this formula 
describes the energy losses on the bremsatrahlung. It 
follows froe the Bq. (1a), that the energy losses are 
extremely high and the threshold is practically reachable at 
present and future accelerators for the b-quark only. In 
thi3 case (• s i, GeT, Y0 2 8 Oe?) B ( hs 40 GeT and ia 
reasonable for Ш". the light u-, <l- or s-quark created in 
weak decays of free b- quark ia stable (or longliving) 
particle and its charge in principle can be eeasured. 
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The model of incomplete confinement predicts very large 

croBB-aection for interaction of free oolor quarks with 
matter: 

О й 2 * В*, s 10 2* cm". 

which leads to small interaction length of free quark, I i 
(1*3) cm and to necessity to have minimal amount of tatter 
in front of the deteotor. 

In present paper we ooneider the formation о Г tne 
gluoras bremstrahlung at the bF-pair creation in 
e*e~-annihilation and calculate some featuivs of '.he 
process. Because the maximal oro3s-aection of bfT-pair is 
expected to be at the Z°-boson peak [91. all thf r«suit3 
were received "or energy /a = m^a 91.2 GeV. 

2. The bremsstrahlung of heavy quark. 

In the model under consideration th- nonzero 
probability exists that b-quark will not be discolored 
witbir. the range г s r h. In thi3 ease the colors «r initial 
b- and b-quarks are divided ir. space and at sufficiently 
high initial energy colored b-quark oan leave the 
confinement area (its color of course can be changed during 
emission of gluons). 

Note the following. If in the range г ̂  rh th* b-quark 
emitted hard gluon, the bF-pair is occurred to be in the 
octet color state and colored quarks can not leave ;i\r 
confinement area [10].. Thus it is immediately clear, that 
the free quarks may be searched for only among the two- jets 
events. 

The brem3strahlung in the range r » r is not being 
described by pertubative QCD. Tn the present paper we show 
that for description of such a process one can use th« soft 
gluon3 approximation and quasiclassical approach. '"his 
allows to hope that the characteristics of hadroi.ic 
accompaniment of free quarks creation ргосеч- should 
significantly differ from the standard QCB predictions and 
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in principle some of the features of hadronio events can 
give an additional indication onto the free quarks 
production. 

Due to the fact that effective potential shape at long 
distances is unknown, the radiation energy losses (the third 
tern in Bq.(1a)) oan not be oaloulated correctly, Иша we 
rewrite (1a) as 

B„ s 2 в + T„ + Ж ,, 1 = 2 1 . , (lb) 
th ч О l e u ' ~o«l roe 

where, Xraa - is energy radiated by eaoh b-quark during its 
penetrating throw the oolor barrier and use this value as a 
parameter of the model. 

As it is well known froa eleotrodynamics [11,13], the 
soft photons (in our oase gluons) radiation should be 
considered as a quaslolassloal process and for its 
description the olassioal eleotrodynamics formulae can be 
used. The nonabelian oharacter of QCD does not play any role 
in this case because it leads to some additional factors 
only, disappearing at normalization onto total radiated 
energy B r a d. Por correctnesses of the soft gluons 
approximation and quasiolassioal description it is neoessary 
to oarry out two conditions: 

- the energy of eaoh gluon u should be small in 
comparison with current energy of b-quark B a and 

- the radiation prooess should be Incoherent, i.e., the 
emission of eaoh gluon should ocour independently. 

The intensity of b-quark radiation is being 
described by well known eleotrodynamical expression: 

S g' ( s + [v.* J >* - ( S.v ) г 

where, v- is the velocity of b-quark, g - is some effective 

coupling oonstant, and » and ж - the strengths of 
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•ehromoelectric' and 'ohromomagnetic fields. In our oase »?=0 

and * is parallel to the velocity. Further, taking into 
account that electric field is not being transformed under 
the Lorentz longitudinal boost, for radiation intensity we 
have: 

3 m' 

-» 
The value (g *) is simply the color force, which is equal to 
gradient of the effective potential. Thus we have 

I = 2/3 s' [dV(r)/dr]2 /m2 . (go) 

Фо estimate the value of gradient of the effeotive potential 
we oan use its model representation. In papers [4,51 in 
framework of 'abelian ohromodynamios' it was received an 
approximate expression for two-gluons exchange effeotivo 
potential T(r): 

a V 3aV V(r) * Л - g ^ ( in -др. - С ) (3) 

and it has been shown, that In infrared region the potential 
asymptotic behavior is: 7(r) = -ф (flfr2)/r, if ф Сх) has 
finite limit at x •• «°. 

Let us show that the main part of energy is emitted 
within the range r ^ R a. The potential (3) grows faster then 
linear one and, if to change it with linear potential 
V (r<R0) = (V0/R0 )r, we get less gradient and less losses 
for radiation. ?urther, putting that tii'j Coulomb asymptotios 
should be equal to V (r) at point г = B 0, we get Тг(г>Я0) = 
T 0R 0/r. Prom Bq. (Zo) it is easy to find the radiated energy 
E a d = J-! dr. Neglecting the common factor we have: 

&'!, « Tf,/3R„. 
fad О О 
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Thus for linear potential the energy losses in region г г н о 

are 1/4 of the total losses. So despite the Coulomb 'tail' 
the breasstrahlung characteristics are being controlled by 
the range r s H 0, where the potential grows, This conclusion 
does not depend either of the potential height either of its 
poeition R 0. Therefore, the effeotive size of the task is 
lmSt * R, « (few Pm) despite the presence of the long range 
Coulomb interactions. Now we can find the conditions of 
application of soft gluons approximation and quaaiolassioal 
approach. 

In the soft gluon emiseion case the energy distribution 
of gluons :s being defined by phase space and does not 
depend on shape of field. So for mean number o* radiated 
gluons we have the well known expression 

n £ in (В„/Ш,,,,). (4) 

where, « ^ - is the minimal energy of emitted gluon, which 
should be order of minimal virtuality « m i n <* (̂  « r^1, and 
for maximal energy we took (with logarithmic accuracy) the 
total radiated by one b-<iuark energy B i o d. The normalization 
factor before logarithm i3 equal to (B^-u^J/B.^ з 1 
when u « S .. 

win pad 

To use the 30ft gluons approximation we should ask that 
mean energy of emitted gluons should be much less then 
energy of b-quark, i.e., w <x B r a J/E « B 0. Taking into 
account that under B u we should understand the minimal 
enevgy of b-quark (after energy losses) and that initial 
energy of b is Vs/2 we have the condition of softness of 
radiated gluons: 

1 / 1 л < * , « / ч > > « л / г в ^ - 1 (5) 
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In quaaiclassioal approach we should have Incoherent 

radiation, i.e., u » u o, where w,0 is some effective 
frequenoy of the prooesa. It is obviously, that & should be 
order of frequency of gluons emission, i.e., 

u « 1/tu <x n/R0 « In (Bra/4,)/H0. 

Using the expression for- Ш we get B r o j l/n » n7R0 or 

( E ^ / ^ J / l n ' t B ^ / r ^ ) » r b / B 0 . (6) 

The value of the minimal virtuality of emitted gluon 
should be order of inverse confinement radius ̂  « l/rh а К 
= (100*200) HeV. But in the existing phenomenologioal 
hadronization schemes the minimal vlrtuality of parton at 
which the developing of partonio cascade etopped, is usually 
being chosen (̂  ft (0.6*2) GeV [13-15]. In present paper we 
shall use the HMD nodel [14] and it io reasonable to choose 
minimal vlrtuality equal to the same value as in the model. 
Q Q = г GeV. Further, if to follow the approximate expression 
for effective potential (3) (taking into account the Coulomb 
shape at r ~ R o ) , the dipole radiation formula (2) and to 
take into account the value for effective coupling constant 
g from f5J g' = 3«ToRo, for R 0 we get the value R c= (2.5+3) 
Pm and V 0 = (3*5) GeV. Here we used the same estimate for 
threshold energy B [ h i 42 GeT as in [4,5]. Фпе QOB lattice 
calculations show the approximately linear dependenoe of 
effective potential up to distances s 2 Pm, i.e., R„ > 2 Pm, 
which does not contradict to our estimate. Therefore for 
estimates in Bq.(6) we can take the minimal R 0 = (2.5+3) ?m 
and r h = 1 ?ra. 

Now from Eqs.<5),(6) we can cheok the correctness of 
the soft radiation approximation. Due to the faot that 
function х/1пгх a 2 and rh/R0 £ 0.5 the gluon radiation will 
be incoherent at all initial energies of b-quark. If to take 
/s = m^ for B l o B l we get (at 0^ fe 2 GeV) 

K* = *K« - 4 0 GeV-
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therefore at ^ £ 40 GeV we can use the soft gluons 
approximat ion. 

3. Simulation procedure and results. 

fhe quaaielassioal (partonie) consideration of soft 
gluons emission allows to simulate such a process. It is 
well known from electrodynamics that the probability to 
radiate soft photon with energy w into direction n is being 
described by the expression (11,12): 

, (v, ,n ] [v ,n ] , 2 dU) 
<•» a I — z - z z—r 1 is— аой (7a> 

I 1-ft2.n) 1-(vt.n) > u n 

where, vt, v2 - are velocities of Ъ-quark before and after 
the soft gluon emission. The energy loss of b-quark in 
ргооезз of one soft gluon emission is small and we oan 
neglect the b-quark velocity change in energetio 
distribution ol gluons. So the energy distribution of gluon 
is controlled by factor dro/ш, i.e., by phase space. She 
total number of emitted gluons is being desoribed by Poisson 
distribution with mean value (4). Praotioally, mean number 
of gluons is restricted by few units. Due to the incoherence 
of the radiation process, the hadronization of each of the 
initial soft gluons should be indep-indent. 

In the relativistio case the radiation is oonoentrated 
within small angle interval around the value 

•eo « m/Ba « 1 (8) 

Using the smallness of radiation angles Bq.(7a) can be 
rewritten in the form: 

Ф dfl* «p du ,,K. 
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This expression was used for simulation energetic and 
angular distributions of gluonio bremsstrahlung, accompanied 
the free Ь-quark creation. Considering the branohing 
prooess b -> b + g we took the conservation of ei *-gy and 
transverse (with respect to initial b-quark momentum 
direction) momentum but we did not suggest the conservation 
of the longitudinal momentum. Hence, for final state we 
shall have some small nonoonservation of total 4-momentum in 
the reaction. To avoid this problem it is necessary to carry 
out some additional reoomputation of final particles momenta 
(e.g., similary to LUHD scheme [14]). In present paper we 
did not carry out 3uch a reoomputation. Due to softness of 
the emission process this nonooncervation ie sufficiently 
small and does not change qualitative features of our 
considers t ion. For hadronization of 
bremsstrahlung gluons the Pield-Prynman independent 
hadronization model [15J and program JHfSET 6.3 [14] were 
used.. 

After free b-quark has left from strong interactions 
area it will be decayed due to usual weak interactions and 
will give in final state stable free u-, d- or s-quarks. The 
branohing ratios for 2- and 3-body decays of free b- and 
o-quarks have been calculated in [16], taking into acoount 
the Kobayashi-Kaskawa suppressed diagrams and strong 
corrections to weak Lagrangian. Results of [16] for 
branching ratios кех-е used for simulation of the deoay ohain 
b •• с -• q. If in the b- or o-quark deoay an unstable 
partiole is being oreated, its further decays were simulated 
by program JHSEF 6.3. 

Pigs.2,3 show respectively the energy distributions of 
b-quarks, leptons, light free quarks and neutrino of 
different types ('missing energy'), calculated aooording to 
above algorithm. The figures show also the predictions of 
LUKD model with partonio showers. At Pigs.4, 5 we show 
charged and КЮ-scaled total multiplicity distributions 
respectively. The experimental points were taken from [13]. 
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Calculations have been made for Уз = 91.2 GeV and B^^ = 
Ao &еУ MilUNO' Note that the yield of leptons produced 
in semileptonie decays of free b- and c-quarks should be 
greater then for usual b- and c- bound states [16] due to 
the fact that for usual mesons the annihilation hadronio 
decays play important role, but those diagrams naturally are 
absent in free quark decays. 

to' 

X 

I 
w' _ _ 

Pig.2. Energy distributions of b-quark produced in Z-Ьозоп 
decay. 1 - for free color b-quark; 2 - predictions 
of LUND model with partonic showers. 

the definite indication onto free quark creation is 
observatior. of frpotional charge of particle. The ionization 
produced by d- or s-quark is around 1/10 of ionization 
losses of usual charged particle and it is very difficult to 
observe the additional small signal f:om free quark at bad 
spatial resolution of the detector. At another hand the 
ionization losses for u-quark are about 50* of minimal 

£ы--<0б«/ 
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10 so го to w 
Pig.3. a) Bnergy distributions of light free quark (1), 

lepton (2) from free b-quark decay and 
predictions of £0ffi)(fS) model, 

b) Bnergy distributions for neutrino ('Kissing 
energy') for*free b-quartcs and bUND(PS) model. 
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Fig.4. Charged multiplicity distributions foi free 
b-quark case (1) and for bUHD(PS) predictions (2); 

ionizing particles and it is much easier to register such a 
signal. But according to [16] summary branching ratio for 
u-quark in the decay chain b -• с » u not greater then 10*. 
Thus we have made an estimate for probability of overlapping 
in one cell of detector of quark and usual charged hadron. 
For the detector with spatial resolution 1ffs this 
probability is г ЗОЯ, i.e., can affect onto observability of 
free quarks. 

4. Absolute yield of free quarks. 

A rough estimate for b-quark to be free has been 
received in [10J: 

4 Л (fi - B l b) 

( /в + vs=37 ) z 
(- W W ) (9) 

8 is the b-quark energy and 7(B) - is зоше effective 
f-factor of b-quark. 
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Pig.5. KNO-distributiono for free b-quarks at 
radiated ei.ergy s ^ = 40 ffeVand far LUNb(PS) 

from 1131. 
respectively. Bxperijuental points 
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At I а Ув/2 г 45 ЧеГ and B l h * 50 QeV the first faotor a 1. 
The exponential faotor comes from the interaction of b-quark 
with initial sort light quarks oreated in the 
e*e~-annihilation. Because b-quark looses very snail part of 
its energy inside the ares r s r h, it was noted in (6,7 J 
that 7(B) s 8/a з /в/гв and for H 0 S (ЭИ0) ft> we have from 
Bq.(9) Wc з 0.3+0.7. this estimate is of course very rough 
but it shows that the probability Ш1в not negligible. Let 
us remind that the upper limit for this probability is 
defined by the probability of two-Jet events produotion in 
the reaction e*e~ •> Z° - bb. 

Let UB try to estimate the probability Rcfron existing 
experiaental data on Z°-produotion at Ы Р . Due to different 
origin of the hadronic accompaniment of usual bound 
b-hadrons and free b-quarks one can hope that зове 
characteristics of hartronic events will be differentfor 
those two cases. At ?ig.6 we show experimental sphericity 
distribution of ALSPH collaboration 1171 (points). At the 
same figure we also sho# the sphericity distributions 
predicted by ШГО (curve 1) and distributions predicted by 
our mod^l with B l o m = 40, 55 and 70 GeV (curves 2,3 and 4) 
respectively. The values of ^aM= 55 and 70 GeY break, 
generally speaking, the oorreotnesses of the soft gluon 
approximation, but the curves oan illustrate the tendency in 
the sphericity behavior. ?ig.6 confirms that collective 
characteristics or the hadronic events with free b-quarks 
differ fros ones with usual states. But one should keep in 
the mind that the branching ratio for reaction Z°- bb is 
around 20!t of ell hadronic deoays of Z-boava a~d admixture 
of events with free b-quarks can be very aaaJJ without 
special selection. The dashed line at Pig.6 shows summary 
sphericity distribution if 50* of b-quarks are free. One oan 
see that such an admixture of free b-quarks does not 
contradict to experimental data. For more oorreot comparison 
with experiment it 1з necessary to take into account the 
se^-otion procedure for multihadron events and 
characteristics of experimental set up. 
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If 

&-3L2W 

ф ALEPH 

' 0.5 Spher. U 
tig.6. Sphericity distribution of XUMDCPS) and of 

present model at B^,= 40, 55 and 70 OeV (l,t and 
3, respectively). Experimental pointe data of AbgPH 
Collaboration f17J. *he dashed l ine 
sphericity distr ibution for 50* admixture of free 
b-quarks in the decay Z->bb. 
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5. Conclusion. 

In present paper we suggested a method for oaloulation 
of badronic accompaniment of free b-quark produo.lon in 
framework of mortal of incomplete confinement. On base of 
this model we have calculated inclusive distributions for 
leptons. neutrino and free light quarks and multiplicity and 
sphericity distributions for the reaotion e*e"-annihilation 
at /e = m^. The comparison with predictions of ТШГО model 
shows that the characteristics of hadronio events with free 
b-quarks can differ from ones with usual b-mesons. The 
comparison with experimental spherloity distribution of 
Ж1ЛРН collaboration shows that suggestion about 50ЯЕ 
admixture of free b-quarks in b-events does not oontradict 
to existing experimental acouracy. 
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